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study question: Is there a different prognostic impact for consecutive and non-consecutive early pregnancy losses in women with
secondary recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL)?

summaryanswer: Only consecutive early pregnancy losses after the last birth have a statistically significant negative prognostic impact in
women with secondary RPL.

what is known already: The riskof a newpregnancy loss increaseswith thenumberof previous pregnancy losses in patients with RPL.
Second trimester losses seem to exhibit a stronger negative impact than early losses. It is unknown whether the sequence of pregnancy losses plays
a role for the prognosis in patients with a prior birth.

study design, size, duration: This retrospective cohort study of pregnancy outcome in patients with unexplained secondary RPL
included in three previously published, Danish double-blinded placebo-controlled trials of intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg) conducted from
1991 to 2014. No other treatments were given. Patients with documented explained pregnancy losses (ectopic pregnancies and aneuploid mis-
carriages) were excluded.

participants/materials, setting, methods: Of the 168 patients included in the trials, 127 had secondary RPL and experi-
enced a subsequent livebirth or unexplained pregnancy loss in the first pregnancy after giving informed consent to participate in the trials (the index
pregnancy). Data analyzed by multivariate analysis included the independent variables age, the number of early pregnancy losses before and after
the last birth, respectively and a second trimester pregnancy loss before or after the last birth, respectively. The outcome variable was unexplained
loss in the index pregnancy.

main results and the role of chance: In patients with secondary RPL, both a late and each early loss before the last birth did not
significantly influence the riskof a newpregnancy loss in the index pregnancy: incidence rate ratio (IRR) 1.31 (95% CI 0.62–2.77) and IRR 0.88 (95%
CI 0.70–1.11), respectively. In contrast, the impact on risk of pregnancy loss conferred by a late and by each early pregnancy loss occurring after
the birth was significant: IRR 2.15 (95% CI 1.57–2.94, P , 0.0001) and IRR 1.14 (95% CI 1.04–1.24, P ¼ 0.002), respectively.

limitations, reasons for caution: Of the patients, 48% were treated with IvIg, which could influence the results. However,
allocation to IvIg was random and prognostic variables were equally distributed in IvIg and placebo-treated patients.

wider implications of the findings: A birth in women with secondary RPL eradicates the negative prognostic impact of previous
pregnancy losses and this finding is important for our understanding of the pathogenesis. It indicates that only consecutive pregnancy losses should
count in the definition of RPL.

study funding/competing interests: There was no particular funding for this study. The authors declare that there is no
conflict of interest.

trial registration number: Not applicable for two of the included randomized controlled trials. For the last trial: Clinical.Gov
NCT00722475.
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Introduction
Recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) is defined by ESHRE as three or more
consecutive pregnancy losses and affects 1–3% of women attempting
to have a child. Although some risk factors for RPL are known, such as
high levels of antiphospholipid antibodies, parental chromosome aberra-
tions and some uterine anatomical abnormalities, the vast majority of
cases remain unexplained.

One observation regarding RPL has been consistently made: the riskof
future pregnancy loss increases with the number of prior pregnancy
losses (Clifford et al., 1997; Brigham et al., 1999; Kolte et al., 2014).

The explanation for this association is unclear. With an increased
number of pregnancy losses, the age of the woman increases;
however, the number of previous losses is also a strong determinant of
subsequent pregnancy outcome after adjustment for maternal age
(Lund et al., 2010; Kolte et al., 2014).

Pregnancy loss in the second trimester (≥14 gestational week) is rare.
Drakeley et al. (1998) reported that 25% of patients with RPL had experi-
enced at least late pregnancy loss, but patients with late losses might have
been selectively included. Kolte et al. (2014) reported a 3% rate of prior
late pregnancy losses in patients admitted with RPL. A mid-trimester
pregnancy loss seems associated with a subsequent poor pregnancy
prognosis (Strobino et al., 1986; Cowshock et al., 1990).

For many years, the definition of RPL has been two or three consecu-
tive pregnancy losses. However, some research groups and scientific so-
cieties now advocate for defining RPL as two or three not necessarily
consecutive miscarriages (van den Boogaard et al., 2013; Practice Com-
mittee of the ASRM, 2013), a definition used in a recent large randomized
placebo-controlled trial (RCT) (Coomarasamy et al., 2015). No study
has so far investigated whether the sequence of pregnancy losses plays
a role for the prognosis for live birth; that is, whether a specific
number of pregnancy losses distributed before and after a birth displays
the same prognostic impact as the same number of consecutive preg-
nancy losses after a birth. Such knowledge is important for adequate al-
location of patients to different treatment arms in RCTs and for providing
advice in clinical practice.

In the present study, the main objective was to examine the prognostic
impact of pregnancy losses happening before or after a birth in patients
with RPL, after adjustment for relevant variables. We did this in a
cohort of RPL patients included in three previously published RCTs of
intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg).

Materials and Methods

Included randomized controlled trials
Patients who participated in three Danish RCTs of treatment for RPL with IvIg
were included in this study (Christiansen et al., 1995, 2002, 2015). Informa-
tion about the RCTs is provided in Supplementary Table SI. Patients were
included in the RCTs after written informed consent. The RCTs were
approved by the local ethics committee and by the Danish National Board
of Health and the most recent one was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov.

no. NCT00722475. The trials were conducted according to the regulations
of good clinical practice (GCP) for trials on medical products and monitored
by external CGP monitors.

Patients were classified into two main groups: (i) primary RPL with losses
prior to gestational week 22 only and no live birth or stillbirth and (ii) second-
ary RPL with at least one pregnancy progressing to ≥22 weeks resulting in a
live birth or stillbirth, followed by ≥3 consecutive pregnancy losses prior to
Week 22. A few patients with ≥3 pregnancy losses and who could not fit into
any of these groups were included as unclassified RPL.

Pregnancy losses were defined as clinical miscarriages confirmed by ultra-
sound and/or histology until gestational week 22 and biochemical pregnan-
cies and pregnancies of unknown location (PULs). Both biochemical
pregnancies and PULs had been confirmed by a positive urine- or
plasma-hCG measurement documented in records of the hospitals or prac-
titioners. In concordance with an ESHRE consensus statement (Kolte et al.,
2015), we use the joint terminology non-visualized pregnancy losses
(NVPL) including both biochemical pregnancies and PULs.

In the first two RCTs, patients were included and randomized to IvIg or
placebo as soon as a urine- or plasma-hCG was positive, whereas in the
third RCT (Christiansen et al., 2015) patients were included only when
two or more plasma-hCG measurements revealed a minimum 30% increase
per 24 h. In six cases, plasma-hCG was not adequately increasing, no treat-
ment was provided and, in each case, the pregnancy ended as an NVPL.
These patients were included in the RCT after a subsequent conception. In
the present cohort study, the focus was on first pregnancy (called the
index pregnancy) after the patient had signed the informed consent docu-
ment for participation in the RCT. The pregnancies included in the publica-
tions of the RCTs were identical to the index pregnancies of the present
study for the two first RCTs (Christiansen et al., 1995, 2002) and in the
third RCT (Christiansen et al., 2015); they were identical to the index preg-
nancies except for the six cases described above. The patients could partici-
pate only once in an RCT and therefore each patient contributed with only
one index pregnancy in the study.

In all three RCTs, the patients had: normal uterine anatomy assessed by
hysteroscopy, hysterosalpingography or uterine sonography, regular men-
strual cycles with minimum 21 and maximum 35 days intervals, and normal
screening for hypo- or hyperthyroidism. The couples all had normal karyo-
types. In two of the RCTs, patients with antiphospholipid antibodies were
excluded. In one RCT (Christiansen et al., 2002), three patients were positive
for lupus anticoagulant and/or anticardiolipin antibodies according to the
international consensus criteria.

In each of the RCTs, no other medicine that could potentially interferewith
pregnancy outcome such as progesterone, estrogen, prednisone, heparin or
low-dose aspirin was allowed.

In the combined cohort of 174 patients, three patients had tubal pregnan-
cies requiring surgery. Karyotyping of miscarried fetuses was successful in 24
cases. One trisomy and two triploidies were detected; the remaining showed
a normal fetal karyotype. The patients with documented ectopic pregnancies
or karyotypically abnormal embryos were excluded from further analysis.

Information about prior pregnancy outcome in the 168 patients in the
combined cohort is provided in Table I. Only late losses of fetuses with
normal autopsy and no suspicion of chromosomal abnormalities were
included. Of the 127 secondary RPL patients, three had consecutive preg-
nancy losses after an unexplained stillbirth but no losses before; the remaining
124 secondary RPL patients had consecutive pregnancy losses after a live
birth and 45 of them also had losses before the birth.

2429Consecutive versus non-consecutive pregnancy losses
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Long-term prognosis
The long-term reproductive prognosis in patients who had an unexplained
pregnancy loss in the index pregnancy while participating in the first two
RCTs was evaluated using data from the Danish National Birth Register in
2010 as part of a previous study (Lund et al., 2012). The patients in the
two first RCTs had at least 10 years of follow-up after their participation.
Patients participating in the third RCT (Christiansen et al., 2015) were con-
tacted by e-mail or telephone in 2015. Those who had had a pregnancy
loss while participating in the RCT were asked whether they subsequently
had achieved pregnancy and about the outcome. With regard to the third
RCT, we included only patients who were randomized until January 2011
in the follow-up study. Thus, all patients had a follow-up period of at least
5 years.

Statistics
Data were analyzed in the statistical software package Stata II. Univariate ana-
lyses were performed by x2 tests and multivariate analyses were done by
Poisson regression with a robust error variance calculating incidence rate
ratios (IRRs). Robust Poisson regression provides more conservative and
robust estimates of relative risks than logistic regression when outcomes
are binary (Zou, 2004). In the multivariate analysis, in all 168 patients, the fol-
lowing independent variables were included: (i) age at the time of index preg-
nancy, (ii) number of early pregnancy losses, (iii) presence of a late pregnancy
loss, (iv) number of live births and (v) presence of stillbirth. In the multivariate
analysis of 127 patients with secondary RPL, the following independent vari-
ables were included: (i) age at the time of index pregnancy, (ii) number of early

pregnancy losses before and after the last birth, respectively; (iii) presence of
a late pregnancy loss before or after the last birth, respectively; (iv) number of
live births; (v) presence of stillbirth; (vi) female sex of the last child and (vii)
whether the partner fathering the last three pregnancy losses was not the
father of the last child. The dependent (outcome) variable was in both
groups live birth/unexplained pregnancy loss in the index pregnancy.

Results
Overall in the 168 index pregnancies, 80 patients gave birth to live born
children, 67 had a clinical pregnancy loss verified by ultrasound and/or
histology of tissue obtained by uterine evacuation and 21 had an NVPL
verified by repeated plasma-hCG measurements peaking at median
276 ie (range 19–1214 ie) (Table II). Information about treatment is
also provided in Table II.

Eight of the clinical miscarriages occurred between gestational week
14 and 22. Two patients experienced stillbirth between Weeks 23 and
27. The clinical picture associated with these late losses was intrauterine
fetal death in six cases, rupture of membranes and cervical dilatation in
three cases and labor and bleeding in one case. In autopsies of all the
cases and in the four karyotyped fetuses, no abnormality was revealed.
All 10 late losses occurred in patients with at least one previous
second trimester loss. However, among patients with a previous late
loss, 20 (83%) had a subsequent first trimester pregnancy loss and only
four (17%) had a live birth.

In a univariate analysis, the risk of loss in the index pregnancy increased
significantly with the presence of a prior late loss (P , 0.001) (Table II).

In the multivariate analysis including all 168 index pregnancies
(Table III), each early pregnancy loss and especially the presence of a
prior late loss were significant predictors of a new pregnancy loss.

In a univariate analysis of the impact of variables in 127 secondary RPL
patients, the strongest predictor of pregnancy loss was again the pres-
ence of a late miscarriage in the patient’s history (Table IV).

Table Va shows the results of the first multivariate analysis on variables
of importance for outcome in patients with secondary RPL. The pres-
ence of a late pregnancy loss was the strongest predictor of a poor
outcome: IRR for new pregnancy loss 1.65; 95% CI 1.28–2.12. Each
early loss also increased the risk of a new pregnancy loss significantly:
IRR 1.11; 95% CI 1.02–1.21.

In Table Vb, the analyses were repeated, but now prior early and late
pregnancy losses were separated according to whether they happened
before or after the last birth. Both late and early losses happening
before the last birth seemed not to impact the risk of a subsequent preg-
nancy loss: IRR 1.31 (95% CI 0.62–2.77) and IRR 0.88 (95% CI 0.70–
1.11), whereas the negative prognostic impact of late and early preg-
nancy losses happening after the birth was statistically significant: IRR
2.15 (95% CI 1.57–2.94) and IRR 1.14 (95% CI 1.04–1.24), respectively.
The IRRs of subsequent pregnancy loss of patients with prior late or early
losses occurring before a birth were significantly different from the cor-
responding IRRs for losses happening after a birth (P , 0.05).

In a multivariate analysis similar to that given in Table Vb but also in-
cluding IvIg treatment as an independent variable, the main results did
not change: a significant negative impact of both early and late losses
after a birth and no impact of losses prior to the birth.

In the long-term follow-up, patients with loss prior to gestational week
14 in the index pregnancy, 22 (38.5%) had had a live birth after at least 5
years of follow-up. In patients with a miscarriage ≥week 14, four (50.0%)

........................................................................................

.................................

........................................................................................

Table I Reproductive outcome in the study cohort of
patients with recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) before the
index pregnancy.

All
patients
(n 5 168)

Patients with one live birth 108

Patients with two live births 13

Patients with 3–4 births 3

Patients with a stillbirth 14

Patients with late losses 33

Patients with only first
trimester losses

135

Secondary RPL
(n 5 127)

Before
last birth

After last
birth

Patients with late loss (range) 3 (1) 15 (1–3)

Patients with first trimester
loss (range)

45 (1–3) 127 (1–8)

Type of first trimester
pregnancy losses

Non-visualized losses
(%) (n ¼ 138)

15 (10.9) 123 (89.1)

Clinical losses (%)
(n ¼ 454)

52 (11.5) 402 (88.5)

All (%) (n ¼ 592) 67 (11.3) 525 (88.7)

24 03 Egerup et al.
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had given birth in the follow-up period. Overall, the live birth rate after a
minimum of 5 years was 40.0%

Discussion
This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study to present the prog-
nostic impact of prior early and late pregnancy losses in women with sec-
ondary RPL, distinguishing between losses that occurred before or after
the last live birth or stillbirth. In a multivariate analysis, we confirmed pre-
vious findings that higher numbers of early losses significantly increased
the risk of a new loss, with each prior early loss increasing the risk of
new loss by 11% (Tables III and Va). We confirmed the large negative
impact of a second trimester loss on subsequent pregnancy outcome

in RPL patients and the negative impact was found to be substantially
higher than that associated with early pregnancy loss: IRR 1.46–1.65
for late loss compared with IRR 1.11 for each early loss.

A new finding was that the impact of both late and early losses happen-
ing prior to the last birth in women with secondary RPL was weak or
absent and significantly lower than the negative prognostic impact con-
ferred by a late (IRR 2.15) or early pregnancy loss (IRR 1.14) happening
after the last birth (Table Vb). Since almost all secondary RPL patients
(98%) had had a prior live birth, the results are actually representative
for patients with secondary RPL after a live birth.

In our study, maternal age was not a determinant of new pregnancy
loss; this can seem at odds with other studies (Nybo Andersen et al.,
2000; Kolte et al., 2014). The most likely explanation is that the age dis-
tribution was truncated at 41 years. In RPL patients, Li et al. (2002) found
completely similar live birth rates after referral in age groups below
40 years and only after 41 years did the subsequent birth rate drop sub-
stantially.

Although treatment with IvIg tended to improve outcome in the crude
analyses (Tables II and IV), it was not feasible to make adjustment for IvIg
treatment in the multivariate analysis. As mentioned previously, in our
third RCT there was a protocol-defined linkage between no IvIg treat-
ment in the index pregnancy and a high risk of pregnancy loss; therefore,
adjustment for IvIg treatment would substantially overestimate its effect.
However, including IvIg treatment as an independent variable in the ana-
lysis would generate results very similar to those given in Table Vb.

The multivariate analysis was performed in a cohort of RPL patients
derived from three previously published RCTs of IvIg. This limits the
number of patients analyzed and it may be argued that they are not rep-
resentative for the whole RPL population. The strengths of focusing on
the patients from the RCTs are numerous: (i) the patients were prede-
fined by the previous participation in RCTs and were thus randomly
selected for the present study; (ii) the patients all met criteria, which

......................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................

Table II Univariate analysis of the impact of demographic and clinical variables on the riskof a newpregnancy loss in the first
pregnancy after accepting participation in one of the three placebo-controlled trials of IvIg in 168 recurrent pregnancy loss
patients.

Variable Subsequent pregnancy outcome

Pregnancy loss Birth P

Age ≤33 years 51 (53.7%) 44 (46.3%) 0.15
.34 years 37 (50.7%) 36 (49.3%)

Total number of previous early pregnancy losses 2–41 42 (46.7%) 48 (53.3%) 0.30
5–6 29 (54.7%) 24 (45.3%)
≥7 (7–10) 10 (66.7%) 5 (33.3%)

Previous late pregnancy loss 0 62 (45.9%) 73 (54.1%) 0.0007
≥1 26 (78.8%) 7 (21.2%)

Previous live birth 0 22 (51.2%) 21 (48.8%) 0.58
1 59 (54.6%) 49 (45.4%)
≥2 7 (41.2%) 10 (58.8%)

Previous stillbirth 0 79 (51.3%) 75 (48.7%) 0.35
1 9 (64.3%) 5 (35.7%)

Treatment Intravenous immunoglobulin 38 (47.5%) 42 (52.5%) 0.043
Placebo 44 (53.7%) 38 (46.3%)
No treatment 6 (100.0%) 0

1Ten patients had no or only one previous first trimester loss.

........................................................................................

Table III Multivariate analysis of the impact (incidence
rateratio 5 IRR)ofdemographicandclinicalvariables on
the risk of new pregnancy loss in the first pregnancy after
accepting participation in three placebo-controlled trials
of IvIg in 168 women with recurrent pregnancy loss.

Variable IRR 95% CI P

Age 0.99 0.96–1.03 0.99

Each early pregnancy loss 1.11 1.02–1.20 0.013

Late pregnancy loss 1.46 1.23–1.74 ,0.001

Previous live birth

0 1

1 1.00 0.58–1.73 1.00

≥2 0.77 0.34–1.75 0.53

Stillbirth 1.19 0.74–1.92 0.47

2431Consecutive versus non-consecutive pregnancy losses
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were pre-defined in the protocols of the RCTs that were externally mon-
itored according to the GCP rules; (iii) detailed data about each patient’s
prior and subsequent pregnancy outcomes have been kept in the trial
databases; (iv) the participants in the RCTs received only one of two
interventions during pregnancy: IvIg or placebo (albumin) and no other
treatments that may influence miscarriage risk were provided; (v) after
signing informed consent for participation in the RCTs, all patients
were urged to contact the clinic as soon as the pregnancy test was posi-
tiveand thereforeall first subsequent pregnancies were included. The live
birth rate in untreated RPL patients included in RCTs is 15–20% lower
than in patients not included in RCTs, a reduction, which can probably
be attributed to a more complete ascertainment of pregnancies in
RCTs (Carp et al., 1997). The quality of data may also be better in ran-
domized than in nonrandomized studies (Ioannidis et al., 2001).

The finding that a previous second trimester pregnancy loss has a nega-
tive impact on subsequent pregnancy outcome is not new (Strobino et al.,
1986; Cowshock et al., 1990). However, no study has investigated the
impact of prior second trimester losses on the risk of subsequent early
and late pregnancy loss in RPL patients. Although a prior late loss was
strongly associated with the risk of late miscarriage in the index pregnancy,
it was also strongly associated with a subsequent early pregnancy loss.

How can we interpret the findings? Women with late pregnancy losses
more often than controls carry biomarkers for thrombophilia (Robert-
son et al., 2006) or increased inflammatory responses (Christiansen
et al., 2009; Sundtoft et al., 2016) and have a highly increased risk of
later atherosclerotic disease (Ranthe et al., 2013). A late pregnancy
loss is an ominous sign indicating that the woman might be in a chronic
pro-inflammatory and/or pro-thrombophilic state, which may increase
the risk of embryonal/fetal death in all stages of pregnancy.

We have advocated for the opinion that in RPL patients, the chance of
subsequent live birth after a defined time range is more relevant than just

looking at outcome in the first pregnancy after referral (Lund et al., 2012).
This study showed that in the overall RPL population, 67% had achieved a
live birth 5 years after referral. The 5-year live birth rate of 40% in patients
with a loss in the index pregnancy is much lowerand emphasizes that they
comprise a subgroup with a poor prognosis where focusing on prognos-
tic factors is clinically relevant.

A new finding was that among patients with secondary RPL only the
losses after the last birth displayed a negative prognostic impact. A
(live) birth thus seems to eradicate the negative prognostic influence of
pregnancy losses prior to the birth. There can be several explanations
for this observation, but it can in our view best be explained in immuno-
logical terms. So-called regulatory T lymphocytes (Tregs) in periuterine
lymph nodes suppressing T lymphocyte reactions against antigens on the
fetus are of crucial importance for the survival of murine pregnancy
(Chen et al., 2013) and may also play an important role in human RPL
(Kwiatek et al., 2015). It is possible that some RPL patients lack these

........................................................................................

Table IV Univariate analysis of the impact of
demographic and clinical variables on the risk of new
pregnancy loss in the first pregnancy after accepting
participation in one of three placebo-controlled trials of
intravenous immunoglobulin (IvIg) in 127 patients with
secondary recurrent pregnancy loss.

Variable Pregnancy
loss (%)

Birth
(%)

P

Age ≤33 years 36 (57.1) 27 (42.9) 0.33
.34 years 31 (48.4) 33 (51.6)

Total number of
early pregnancy
losses

3–4 34 (48.6) 36 (51.4) 0.37
5–6 24 (54.5) 20 (45.5)
≥7 (7–10) 9 (69.2) 4 (30.8)

No. of early
pregnancy losses
after birth

2–4 42 (45.7) 50 (54.3) 0.20
5–6 18 (66.7) 9 (33.2)
≥7 (7–10) 7 (87.5) 1 (12.5)

Late pregnancy loss 0 51 (46.8) 58 (53.2) 0.0009
≥1 16 (88.9) 2 (11.1)

Sex of last child Male 35 (50.0) 35 (50.0) 0.49
Female 32 (56.1) 25 (43.9)

Treatment IvIg 26 (42.6) 35 (57.4) 0.013
Placebo 35 (58.3) 25 (41.7)
No treatment 6 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

........................................................................................

Table V Multivariate analysis of the impact (incidence
rateratio 5 IRR)ofdemographicandclinicalvariables on
the risk of new pregnancy loss in the first pregnancy after
accepting participation in three placebo-controlled trials
of intravenous immunoglobulin in 127 women with
secondary recurrent pregnancy loss.

Variable IRR 95% CI P

(a) Analysis without separate analysis of pregnancy losses before and after
birth

Age 0.99 0.96–1.03 0.59

Each early pregnancy loss 1.11 1.02–1.21 0.018

Presence of late pregnancy loss 1.65 1.28–2.12 ,0.001

Live birth

0 1

1 0.79 0.33–1.93 0.61

≥2 0.61 0.20–1.82 0.37

Stillbirth 0.96 0.44–2.08 0.91

Female sex of last child 1.16 0.83–1.63 0.39

New partner 1.03 0.68–1.55 0.90

(b) Analysis with separation of pregnancy losses before and after birth

Age 0.99 0.96–1.03 0.71

Each early pregnancy loss
before birth

0.88 0.70–1.11 0.29

Each early pregnancy loss
after birth

1.14 1.04–1.24 0.002

Presence of late pregnancy
loss before birth

1.31 0.62–2.77 0.48

Presence of late pregnancy
loss after birth

2.15 1.57–2.94 ,0.0001

Live birth

0 1

1 0.90 0.39–2.06 0.80

≥2 0.76 0.26–2.34 0.62

Stillbirth 0.88 0.45–1.71 0.70

Female sex of last child 1.23 0.89–1.70 0.22

New partner 1.03 0.68–1.55 0.90

2432 Egerup et al.
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tolerance-inducing Tregs in uterine lymph nodes, but a successful
pregnancy can re-establish the Treg population and induce tolerance
to subsequent pregnancies.

In conclusion, a birth seems to eradicate the negative prognostic
impact of previous pregnancy losses in unexplained RPL. This finding
has two main implications: (i) it strengthens the hypothesis that anti-fetal
immunity mediated by T lymphocytes plays an important role in RPL
since memory of previous pregnancy outcomes seems to be involved
in the pathogenic mechanisms; and (ii) it questions the motion for
including non-consecutive pregnancy losses in the diagnosis of RPL. If
non-consecutive losses are included in the diagnostic criteria for RPL,
results will be ‘diluted’ in prospective treatment trials because many
patients with a favorable pregnancy prognosis will be included. In such
studies, it is important to ensure that the number of late pregnancy
losses and consecutive early losses after a prior live birth are equal in
the treated and non-treated/placebo groups.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data areavailable athttp://humrep.oxfordjournals.org/.
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